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Curriculum Committee Proposes
Change Despite Student Protest
nuisance to products liability." Moreover, Professor Turley
believes that a first semester with Contracts and Civil Pro
Special to Nota Bene
cedure as an "introduction to the law is both unrepresen
tative of the breadth of legal practice as well as unreflecPrompted in part by student requests, the Law School tive of the general interests of many students coming to
administration is looking to change the first and second the Evening Program." Professor Turley concluded his
memo writing, " I consider this change to be one of the
year curriculums for evening students.
Last year many evening students signed a petition most significant decisions for the Evening Program dur
urging that Civil Procedure be offered in the 1st year as ing the last decade," and he exhorted students to make
their views on the subject know to both
opposed to the 2nd year. Evening students
Dean Young and the faculty.
felt Civil Procedure in the first year would
The Curriculum Committee then
help them understand the procedural back
surveyed evening students. They included
ground of the cases assigned for all of their
3 options on the survey for first year cur
other classes and that they would be more
riculum changes: (1) the first semester
effective in Legal Research and Writing and
would have Contracts and Civil Procedure
Introduction to Legal Advocacy, where
and
the second semester would haveTorts,
knowledge of civil procedure would be help
Contracts,
and Civil Procedure; (2) the
ful when preparing motions and briefs. Fur
curriculum
would remain the same except
thermore, students who might attempt to
Civil
Procedure
would move to the first
move into a legal position from a non-legal
year
and
Contracts
to the second year; and
one after the first year of lawschool, felt they
(3) the curriculum would not change at
would be disadvantaged by not having taken
all. The Curriculum Committee endorsed
Civil Procedure.
the first option on the surThe Curriculum Com
vey, however Professor
mittee has promoted two ideas
for accommodating this re
" / consider this change to be one of Joan Schaffner was instru
mental in getting the sec
quest, both of w hich involve
the most significant decisions for
ond proposal involving the
changing the current Torts
contracts Civil Procedure
schedule. They first proposed
the Evening Program during the
switch onto the survey.
offering two units of two
last decade."
Second year evening
credit Torts taught over the
students
received the sur-Professor
Turley
first two semesters of the first
vey in their Property
year instead of one four credit
^^ ^mtmmmaa
course, and approximately
course taught in the fall. The
's through their
entire torts faculty and several students opposed this pro 100 surveys were distributed to 3L's and 4L
posal on the ground that it would have a significant effect mailboxes. The Committee received 82 surveys, 7 ofwhich
were not counted because of students' failure to follow
on the quality of the evening Torts course.
The Curriculum Committee then proposed moving instructions. Students voted by giving each option a 1
the four creditTorts course to the spring semester and teach (most preferred), 2, or 3 (least preferred). The results
ing Contracts and Civil Procedure in the fall. Many stu were then averaged.
Seventy two percent of 2L's preferred the second or
dents opposed this idea. ELSA and SBA evening repre
third
option.
85 percent of 3L's and 4L's preferred the
sentatives sent a letter to the Curriculum Committee
strongly opposing the committee's proposal to have Civil second and third option, and a majority of students sur
Procedure and Contracts asthe only two substantive courses vey picked option one last. Both sets of results indicate
that evening students prefer keeping Torts in the first se
taught in the first semester.
On October 19,1999 Professor Jonathan Turley, who mester, which both the 2nd and 3rd option allow. The
has taught the evening torts course for the last decade, least favored option from both sets of surveys was the one
sent a memo to all evening students explaining why the endorsed by the Curriculum Committee. The Curricu
latest proposed "change would seriously undermine the lum Committee has given the results of the survey and
quality of the first-year experience for evening law stu their recommendation to the general faculty. The entire
dents." Professor Turley stressed that the vast majority of faculty will vote on how to resolve this issue in their
American law students study Torts in the first semester meeting on November 5, 1999. ELSA and the evening
because it "offers students the broadest possible exposure representatives of the SBA intend to share their position
to legal conflicts ranging from battery to negligence to in a letter to the faculty.

Students Disqualified
from Van Vleck Moot
Court Competition

BY LISA BROWN
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Hentoff Speaks out on Public's
Ignorance of the Constitution
BY MATTHEW VIJSSIDES

Staff Writer
Syndicated columnist Nat Hentoff
while speaking to a group assembled in
the Moot Court Room on October 28,
warned of the public's "dangerous ig
norance of the Constitution." Mr.
Hentoff made this remark as part of the
Enrichment Program's lecture series.
Mr. Hentoff vehemently argued
that American society was in the throes
of what he called"a long twilight." The
gradual erosion of Constitutional liber
ties precipitated this decline, according

to Mr. Hentoff.
As examples, Mr. Hentoff pointed
to legislation like the 1996 Antiterror
ism and Effective Death Penalty Act,
which he claimed "eviscerated habeas
corpus," the 1999 Intelligence Autho
rization Act that allowed broader use
of government wire taps and the 19%
Communications Decency Act, which
regulated internet content and was ruled
unconstitutional by the Supreme Court.
Referring to an October 23 Ku
Klux Klan rally in New York City, Mr.
Hentofl said that he was dismayed that

See HENTOFF page 5

BY CH ERYL M. DEMMA

Editor-in-Chief

A number of both day and evening students were dis
qualified from the Van Vleck Moot Court competition as a
result of missing the 2 p.m.-5:30 p.m. deadline to hand in
their written briefs.
The problem, at least for evening students, seemed to
stem from the fact that the only informational meeting held
before the competition was at 5:00,
a time when most students who at
tend class at night are still at work.
According to one evening
student, important and clarifying
information was given out at the
meeting that was not contained in
the informational packets.
"Evening students were at a dis
tinct disadvantage in this respect.
On one hand, they needed to get
the information at the meeting. On
the other hand it was scheduled at
an impossible time for most work Hank
ing students."
Todd Wheeler (2L evening) added, "Scheduling of
mandatory meetings and deadlines puts evening students at
a distinct disadvantage relative to day student competitors."
Matthew Hank, Chair of this year's Van Vleck com
petition, said he only scheduled one meeting because only
one student complained of a time conflict. Despite this, only
about half of the competitors came to the meeting.
According to Hank, he made it clear at the meeting
that no briefs would be accepted after the 5:3
0 deadline, but
competitors did not have to turn in their briefs in person.
Rather, they could finish them early and have someone else
turn them in if they thought they could not be at school by

See MOOT page 4

In Memoriam
BY NATHAN WILLIAMS

SBA President
On Friday, October 29,1999 Robert Wolf, a mem
ber of our Law School Community, passed away from
Leukemia.
Rob was initially a member of the Class of 2000,
but became ill during his first year. Being the fighter
that he was he returned to GW last year to complete his
studies. Unfortunately, he became ill again during this
past summer and returned to Ohio.
Those close to him cherished his passion, com
passion and his eye for appreciating the simple things
about the world and about people. He was truly a unique
person and will be missed greatly.
For those interested, his family has asked that, in
tributions to the Leukemia Society of America, North
ern Ohio Chapter, 20525 Center Ridge Rd. #630, Cleve
land, Ohio 44116.
The SBA is planning to bundle all contributions
and send them together in Rob's name. There will be an
envelope on the SBA Door, (checks only please, made
out to the Leukemia Society of America).
The SBA and the Law School administration are
working to coordinate other appropriate ways to honor
Rob's life and contributions to our community.
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EDITORIAL

Why Is the Curriculum
Committee Advocating a
Schedule Change that
Evening Students Clearly
Don't Support?

Let's take Recycling Seriously

The Curriculum Committee may be answering one request
of evening students by giving them something worse in return.
When evening students signed a petition to have Civil
Procedure moved into the first year curriculum, they did not
expect that they would doom future 1L evening students to a
combination of Civil Procedure
and Contracts for their first
semester at law school. This
combination exposes lL's to
only transactional and
procedural law, while ignoring
the broad exposure of legal
conflicts that Torts can offer.

,

When the Curriculum Committee recommended to the
faculty that this combination take affect, they did not mention a
few things. First, their original proposal was originally opposed,
not just by ELS A, but also by the evening representatives oft
SBA Second, while they show the results of the survey they do
not discuss the fact that the recommendation they are making is
the least favored option of the evening students, who responded to
their survey. Third, the Curriculum Committee says that 7 out of
88 evening students who answered the survey did not follow^
instructions. These student's positions on what to include in the

BY AN ANGRY STE VEN KAMENY
Not everyone
can be like Jamie
Price. She is per
haps the most recy
cling consciencestu
dent in the Law
School. She will
search out the near
est bins and carefully
sorts all her waste.
Additionally, Jamie
actually reduces the
amount of disposable things that she uses.
Few people follow Jamie's lead. I
contend that it is not entirely our fault for
falling short of thestandard set by Ms. Price.
The problem starts, like most, with the
school. The system, as it is set up, is not
easy to use. I have set out the following
suggestions:
1) Put recycling bins where they will
actually he used. Good Lord! How hard is
that? For example, there are no 'can and
glass'bins in the hard lounge. Duh. The
hard lounge is really the best place to con
sume things that are contained in cans and
glass. Oh, and maybe they should try to
put paper recycling near the photocopy
machines.

2) Make the recycling bins well
marked. Around the copy machines there
are things that look trash cans and things
that look like recycling bins. But they are
not always what you think they are. It is
really a pain to figure out which is which.
So I just throw my messed-up copies wher
ever. If you have ever looked into those
bins, you know that I am not alone. It is
extremely difficult to tell which bins are
for recyclables, and which are for trash.
3) Make the openings of the bins ap
propriate for the item that is supposed to
be recycled. This one is really advanced,
but it makes a lot of sense. Can and glass
containers are almost always cylinders.
Narrow round openings on the top of bins
will remind people what goes in the those
bins. Additionally, it will prevent people
from putting other waste in inappropriate
bins. The same concept can be applied to
paper recycling. If paper bins have a nar
row slot opening, people will only put pa
per in them because hardly anything else
will fit.
If the law school makes recycling
easier, people will recycle more often. Then
we can all be just like Jamie Price.

Letter to the Editor

House Editorial itself noted,"book research
Dear Nota Bene,
is undoubtedly a valuable skill." It is also
I couldn't agree more with the House
an essential component of an integrated re
Editorial's statement in the last issue of
search strategy. A few weeks ago, I was in
Nota Bene (10/19/99) that GW students
terviewed by a columnist for the Legal
need to be proficient in electronic legal re
first year evening curriculum were not taken into account
Times on the relative merits of book and
search to be competitive in the job market.
One of these students disclosed that instead of ranking t e
electronic research. See James H. Johnston,
But they also need toknow much more. GW
options, he wrote that exchanging the schedule of Contracts an
Remember When Laws Were Printed in
students need to understand research as a
Books?, Legal Times, Oct. 4, 1999, at 32.
Civil Procedure is the only reasonable alternative and did not
process, and they should be able to make
He tried to get me to predict when, if ever,
assign any ranking to the other alternatives. How manyofthe
informed decisions about when to research
GW would stop teaching book research. It
with books and when to use the computer.
other 6 students whose opinions were not considered did e
was a prediction I was unwilling to make.
Toward that end, the LRW Program pro
There are times when electronic services
same7
i
vides a balance of instruction in both print
This issue may force evening students to start paying closer
provide the easiest and bestway to research
and electronic research sources.
an issue, but there are also times when
attention to how their concerns are viewed and handled by the
Electronic research instruction begins
books provide the better option. Many re
school. While evening students are very fortunate to have such an
in the first semester. The LRW Program
search projects require a combination of
introduces first-semester students to a va
exceptional program, they appear to be treated as second class
print and electronic sources. Accordingly,
riety of c omputer research resources, in
students and must be as vigilant as full time students in ensuring
the LRW Program will continue to teach
cluding Congressional Universe and Tho
that, as consumers of a legal education, they receive the full value
both types of research well into the future.
mas for legislative history, LegalTrac and
GW students should finish the LRW
the electronic version of the Index to Legal
of their tuition
curriculum knowing more than the me
Periodicals for law review and journal ar
chanics of a few research tools. They should
Views expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the George
ticles, selected West digests and state codes
understand the research process and the in
on CD-ROM, and Internet sites for re
Washington University Law School. House Editorials ^^toZZs exterrelationships among various research
searching a range of l egal authorities. In
majority of Nota Bene's Editorial Board. Any person objecting to views «
sources. This type of instruction cannot be
the spring semester, electronic research in
pressed in House Editorials are invited to express their opinions in a letter to
effectively acc omplished with a few tr ips
struction continues with training in LEXIS,
the editor. Editorial Policies of Nota Bene are available for inspection by any
to the library with aDean's Fellow. Instead,
Westlaw, and GPO Access.
person during normal business hours.
One of the most important aspects of it requires a progression of assignments in
troducing research sources in sequence and
electronic research is choosing the most ap
building research skills over time. It also
propriate service for the type of research a
requires a mix of print and electronic re
project requires. Although LEXIS and
search instruction; neither type of research
Westlaw are without doubt useful research
should be emphasized to the exclusion of
tools, some of the other electronic tools can
the other. There is no question that profi
be more cost-effective research options.
ciency in electronic research is a critical
Thus, even employers who provide access
skill for GW students, and it is one that the
to LEXIS and Westlaw often prefer students
LRW Program will continue to make a high
to use lower-cost alternatives than can get
priority in both the first and second semes
the job done. By introd ucing students to a
range of computerized research resources ters of the course.
over the course of the academic year, the
Sincerely,
LRW Program seeks to make GW students
Amy E. Sloan
informed consumers of electronic research
Associate Professor & Director
services.
Legal Research & Writing Program
Of course, first-year students also
learn a lot about book research. As the

WRITE A LETTER OR AN OPINION TO
THE EDITOR
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LEAVE SUBMISSIONS (ON DISK IN
WORDPERFECT FORMAT) IN THE
RECORD'S OFFICE
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BY ROSANNE O'HARA

Director, Records Office

I am pleased to announce that Spring 2000 registra homepage and on the first floor bulletin board. If bumped,
tion will be online. Thanks to the effortsof the University you will be permitted to add another class.
Regarding the "Priority Class," you may submit your
Registrar and the GW Web development team, GWeb was
priority
request form to the Records Office until 8:00 p.m.
launched on September 13, enabling students to register
of the last day you are permitted to register. Your priority
online.
Nota Bene is published bi-weekly by the students of The
You can access GWeb today. Simply lo g on to the class should be the course that you want and/orneed most.
George Washington University Law School. Its office is located
Law School website at www.law.gwu.edu and follow the If bumps occur in your priority class, we will give you pri
in the basement at 2008 G Street, NW, Washington D.C 20052,
links to GWeb. Enter your 9-digit Student ID Number ority in that class over students who did not designate that
(202) 676-3879.
(^gnally your Social Security Number) and your 6-digit class as their priority class.
Views expressed herein do not necessarilyreflect the views
For courses that have restricted enrollments such as
ofThe George Washington University Law School or N ota Bene.
PIN. If you have not already changed it, your PIN is your
seminar
classes, please check the Records Office bulletin
Editorials represent the views ofa majority of the Editorial Board.
2-digit birth month, 2-digit birth year, and "99" (i.e., if
Opinion columns are reflective of the views of the column s
board
for
wait-list information. If you are selected from a
your birthday was in January 1970, your PIN is 017099).
authors). In articles, the source of information is identified, and
waitlist
for
a class, the Records Office will automatically
Once you access GWeb, you have t he option of changing
an attempt is made to present a balanced view. In letters, the ve
register
you
for the class. If you then wish to drop the
racity of statements is strictly the responsibility of the authors).
your PIN. If your Student ID Number begins with the @
class,
please
do so through the Records Office.
Nota Bene will consider for publication all articles, let
symbol, include the symbol when entering your ID Num
ters, announcements, cartoons oropinion pieces submitted by 5:00
You will not be able to register via GWeb for classes
ber.
p.m. on the Wednesday before publication All contributions must
On GWeb, you can view and change your address, that require instructor's permission or forclinics that have
be submitted in WordPerfect, on a diskette, which will be re
turned approximately one week after publication. Letters should
view and print your grades, and check to see if there are a selection process. Please check the permission form on
be no longer than 500 words and other submissions should be no
any holds on your record that would prevent you from reg the last page of the Spring 2000 registration packet for a
longer than 1000 words. Nota Bene strives to treat all submis
listing of these classes. To register for classes needing
istering.
sions in a fair and uniform manner. However, due to space con
instructor's
permission, simply turn in the signed permis
On November 3 and 4 (Wednesday a nd Thursday),
straints, submissions may be omitted and Nota Bene will make
sion
form
to
the Records Office. If you are selected for a
reasonable efforts to print them in a later issue. Its editorial poli
all third year day and evening students, fourth year evening
clinic,
the
Records
Office will automatically register you.
cies are available for inspectionby any person during normal busistudents and L.L.M. students can register on GWeb be
All
non-law
courses
taken for law school credit m
ust
ness hours.
tween 6:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. Please be sure to access
be
approved
by
the
Dean
of
Students
Office.
GWeb via the Law School website because we will place
If you wish to change a graded course to Credit/No
important registration information there. On Friday, No
Advertise in Nota Bene
vember 5, enrollments will be checked, and if a class has Credit, please do so in the Records Office. See page 4 of
The following are applicable to the 1998-1999 aca
oversubscribed, bumps will occur by lottery. If this occurs, the registration packet for other restrictions on GWeb Reg
demic year. They represent the price in full, including
a list of students who have been bumped will be placed on istration.
the 6 percent District of Columbia sales tax, due to Nota
First year law students do not need to register on
the Records Office homepage and on the first floor bulle
GWeb.
The Records Office will automatically register you
Bene.
tin board. If bumped, you will be permitted to add another
1/8 page, long (2.5M x 8") = $60
for your Spring 2000 courses.
clsiss
If you are unable toaccess the Internet, you may reg
1/4 page (5H x 8") = $100
On November 9 and 10 (Tuesday and Wednesday),
ister
in
the Records Office or use the telephone registra
1/2 page (10" x 8") = $175
all second year day and evening students will be permitted
full page normal (10" x 16") = $260
to register. Again, please access GWeb through the Law tion system at 994-5000. Instructions for use of the tele
full page back (10" x 16") = $285
School website, as notice of closed classes will be posted phone system are available in the Records Office.
Savings of up to 20 percent may be obtained by
I hope that you willenjoy the convenience offered by
there. On Thursday, November 11, class enrollments will
taking advantage of Nota Bene special discount offers.
GWeb
registration. If you have any questionsor comments,
be checked and, if a class has oversubscribed, bumps will
If you have any questions concerning the advertising
please
e-mail me at rohara@main.nlc.gwu.edu.
occur by lottery. If this occurs, a list of students who have
All non-law courses taken for law school credit mu
st
policies of Nota Bene, please contact our office @ (202) been bumped will be placed on the Records Office
676-3879. Nota Bene's office is located at 2008 G
Street, N.W., Washington, D C. 20052.

A Message from the Office of Student Affairs
BY DIONNE KOLLER

Deputy Assistant Dean for
Student Affairs
Greetings from the Office of
Student Affairs! For those of you
who are not familiar with us, the
mission of our office is best de
scribed by the acronym A.C.E. Academic advising, Co-curricular
activity support, and Ensuring stu
dent success. Dean Renee
DeVigne and I take our mission
veiy seriously, and we hope that
you will come and see us if we can
be of help to you or your organi
zation.
My reason for writing this
column, however, is not just to
remind you that we in Student
Affairs are here to assist you. My
hope is to make you think, if only
briefly, about an issue that is of
great concern to some in the legal
profession: civility. In my years
of practice, I was often astonished
at how fellow lawyers behaved. As
much as I witnessed competent,
caring attorneys who passionately
fought for their client's interests
while professionally dealing with
others, I often saw bitter, nasty,
and sometimes dishonest lawyers

whose only concern was for them
selves. I w ould attend bar meet
ings where older lawyers and
judges would lament that the pro
fession is not the same; lawyers
do not treat each other with even
a basic level of courtesy. They
would urge us to bring civility
back to the practice of law. Some
of you may have gotten a glimpse
into this issueduring summer jobs,
or perhaps you worked for a law
firm or government agency before
you came to law school so you
have an idea of the problem. The
fact is, lawyers often do not treat
their colleagues very nicely (this
is putting it gently). And for those
of you out there who think I a m
talking about lawyers frpm big
firms, think again. Lawyers of all
shapes and sizes, in all different
practice areas, suffer from the "ci
vility problem."
These experiences caused
me to reflect on where the prob
lem comes from. Does law school
turn people into jerks? Does law
practice turn people intojerks? Do
lawyers choose to become jerks?
Am I ajerk?!? Clearly not all law
yers are jerks; but some of them
surely are. As to where the prob

lem originates, I don't havean an
swer. However, now that I have
left the practice of law and I work
with law students, I am often re
minded that civility should start
right here, in law school. As I look
around our community, Isee many
examples of st udents setting ter
rific examples for the legal pro
fession. The Domestic Violence
Coalition, the many outlining
workshops put on by various stu
dent organizations, the EJF pub
lic interest summer grants - the
list goes on and on. So many of
you are bringing your heart to the
study (and hopefully some day
practice) of law. I am continually
impressed.
Yet I also believe that there
are times when all ofus, under the
weight of our stresses,is not at our
best. The middle of the fall se
mester presents a variety of chal
lenges for all lawstudents (and for
administrators too!) . First year
students are working on theiropen
memos, trying to figure out how
they are doing in their classes,and
maybe even asking themselves
whether this law school thing is
worth all the money and hassle.
Second year students are in the

middle of a juggling act - keep
ing up with class work while look
ing for a summer job. Third year
students face a special kind of
stress. While the second year was
spent trying to find a summer job
that would be a
dress rehearsal for
the real thing, the
real thing is now
just around the cor
ner. All this anxi
ety, a ll this stress,
and all the debt can
make relationships
among students
strained. Thus, I
have concluded
that there is no bet
ter time to deliver
Dean Koller
a civility reminder
than now (not that
any of you need it). The following
list is compiled from topics that
students often come in to speak
with me about. Indeed, if I had a
dime for everytime a studentcame
in to mention someof these things,
I'd have long ago paid off MY stu
dent loans:
1. For thoseof you who have
recently gone through the fall in

terview program and have
snagged a big firm offer, con
gratulations! You are among a
select group of students who
have been given the opportunity
to work themselves to death
while pretend
ing that the
money makes
up for it. Okay,
firms are not al
ways that bad.
There is the
chance of get
ting great expe
rience while do
ing document
review. My ex
periences and
biases aside, I
want to gently
remind you ar
guably lucky few that, surprise,
not everyone walked out of fall
interviewing with a big firm of
fer in hand (not everyone
wanted one for the reasons I ex
plained above). Therefore,
while sharing your thrill about
that Arnold & Porter call back
or Mayer, Brown & Piatt offer,

See KOLLER page 4
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MOOT FROM

Several other competitors also missed
the deadline because they could not leave
work early enough to arrive at school by
5:30. One student was told that it was too
bad that he would have difficulty making it
5:30. Hank also noted that only one com to school by the deadline. After investing
petitor raised a protest about the deadline. valuable time and money onthe Moot Court
That student was told that the deadline competition these students were disap
pointed and anwould not be ex
gtytended to 6:00.
In previ
"The fact
"/ don't have a lot of sympathy
ous
years,
the
that no one turned
for
students
who
missed
the
Moot
Court
in their written
Board elected to
portion of the
deadline... It was not until
have their dead
competition last
after
student's
were
disqualified
lines at a more
year between 5:30
convenient time
that
the
change
became
a
and 6:00 was de
for
evening stu
terminative in
bigger issue."
dents.
changing
the
-Matthew Hank, 3L
"I don't
deadline
this
^••
have
a lot of
year," said Hank.
sympathy
for
Many stu
students
who
missed
the
deadline,"
said
dents sign up for Moot Court competitions
because of the experience and the chance Hank, "Only one student protested the
of getting a position on the Board. Further changing of the deadline before the briefs
more, for most evening students, partici were due. It was not until after student's
pating in Moot Court means paying over were disqualified that the change became a
bigger issue."
$800 for an extra credit.
ELSA and evening representatives of
On the day briefs were due, one stu
the
SB
A intend to workwith the Moot Court
dent left an important meeting at work in
order to get to school on time. When she Board to remind them ofthe fairness of their
got to school at 5:10, however, she did not previous commitment to extend the dead
know where to hand in the brief. She did line for theconvenience of evening students.
"This whole experience leads me to
not have the information containing the
room number with her, and the Moot Court question the credibility and reasonableness
Board did not post the number. She ran of the VanVleck organizers. They were late
around the building looking in each room in distributing the problem, yet they were
until she finally found the correct one. She quick to disqualify students for being five
arrived two minutes late and was told she minutes late," said another angry evening
had missed the deadline and would be un student.
able to compete.

PAGE 1

ROLLER FROM
PAGE 3
you may want to keep your voice down.
2. Students who are in various orga
nizations that wield power, to some degree,
over other students should remember the
Golden Rule: Do unto others as you would
have the Moot Court Board (or other orga
nization) do unto you.
3. Resist the temptation to catch Law
Review Fever, that strange but unmistak
able ailment that changes a happy-go-lucky
first year into a second year with an atti
tude because he or she has achieved jour
nal status. While journal membership is a
great way to getwriting experience, and you
were fortunate to be selected, the Constitu
tion still does saythat all men (and women)
are created equal, whether they can
Bluebook or not.
4. Remember that there are appropri
ate, productive ways to express anger and
frustration with Law School staff, and there
are bar-admission-threatening ways to ex
press this anger. While we in the adminis
tration are, I believe, dedicated profession
als who want to help you succeed, we are
also human. I am quite sure that there are

things we could do better. (I am also quite
sure that some of you make mistakes too is it our fault you forgot your i.d. for the
fourth time and can't get in to the Li
brary?!). If you have a beef with the ad
ministration, bring it to us and see if we
can work it out, in a professional way.
5. Before you make judgments about
a professor or fellow law student (and ver
balize those judgments in a way onlya law
yer or lawyer-to-be can) consider this: Ev
ery day Dean DeVigne and I see students
who are going through a variety of trying
personal circumstances. Some have had a
close relative die recently, others are hav
ing relationship problems, some are suf
fering from illnesses ranging from depres
sion to cancer. No doubt there are times
when these students, or others like them,
are not at their best. What may appear to
you to be arrogance, aloofness, or insensitivity, may simply besomeone who isstrug
gling inside. Give them the benefit of the
doubt. (This, however, does not apply to
that annoying person in your Contracts
class who keeps raising his or her hand they have no excuse.)
Thank you for hearing me out. We
in Student Affairs wish you a peaceful and
productive remainder of the semester.

Corporate Litigation Panel
Program & Reception
Co- Sponsored by the CDO, the ABA Corporate
Litigation Section & The Corporate Law Society

Thursday; November 4,1999
6-8pm in the Great Room
Seating is limited- Please sign up in the CDO Resource Library.

A NOTICE FROM THE
COMMITTEE ON INCIDENTS
OF HARASSMENT 8t
DISCRIMINATION
The Committee on Incidents of Harassment and Discrimination, is
a faculty & student committee that meets regularly to address the
needs of the Law School community.

Our Mission:
The George Washington University Law S chool is committed to
maintaining a community in which a diverse population can live, work,
and learn in a n atmosphere of civility an d mutual respect for all indi
viduals regardless of differences such as race, ethnicity, sex, religion,
sexual orientation, gender identity, economic status, and disability
The purpose of this committee is to reaffirm and foster the law
school's commitment to providing and maintaining a community of
mutual respect for students, faculty, and staff.
To achieve these goals, the Committee will:
Receive incident reports from members of the law school commu
nity concerning discrimination or harassment by other members of the
law school community and offer confidentiality to the extent requested
by the complainant and to the extent practical and permitted under
law;
Provide an informal process to address such reports;
Advise students of the formal procedures set forth in the Code of
Student Conduct and other relevant University documents;
Monitor administrative responses to incidents requiring adminis
trative action, e.g. removing graffiti;
Maintain a record of all such reports filed;
Report periodically to the law school community on such inci
dents;
Create a public forum for discussion of harassment or discrimina
tion

Members 1999-2000:
Alberto Benitez, Chair
Naomi Cahn (Spring)
Dionne Koller
Stephanie Ridder
Joan Shaffner
Joshua Schwartz
Mark Vinson, Student
Suzanne King, Student
Jennifer Kantor, Student
Steven Gold, Student

The Committee also maintains a drop-box with an anonymous
standard form for reporting incidents of discrimination or harassment
at the circulation desk in Burns Library. Please feel free to approach
any member of the Committee with your concerns,
1
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LAW SCHOOL NEWS

Nine Teams move forward
in Van Vleck Competition
BY ERIK L. MENGWALL

Managing Editor

The Board also designated fives stu
dents as the "Best Overall Competitors,"
five students as the "Best Oralists," and five
students as having produced the "Best
Briefs." These students did not necessar
ily make it to the second round.
The "Best Overall Competitors" were

On Saturday October 30, 1999 while
many of GW's regular denizens lay sleep
ing their bodies still weighed down by the
previous night's revels at Poly Esther's, an
intrepid bunch of students met at
the old building at 20th and H to
do bloody intellectual battle with
one another.
Forty teams of two students
competed in the first round of the
Moot Court Board's Van V leck
Constitutional Law Moot Court
Competition. Saturday was the
culmination of a two-month long
process of brief writing and
preparations for oral argument.
Earlier last month, team
members turned in appellate
briefs responding to a Constitu
tional law problem drafted by
this year's Van Vle ck organizer
(and last year's Van Vleck win
ner) Matthew Hank.
At the competition each
team member had to present two
twenty minute oral arguments
and had to argue on behalf of
both the petitioner and respon
dent, while being peppered with
difficult questions from a panel
of judges. Judges were drawn
from distinguished members of
the DC bench and bar through
an effort coordinated by Moot
Top from left: Michael
Court Board Executive Board
Engle, Camillo
member Jessica Elliott.
Gonsalves. Middle:
Scoring for the Competi
Halye Abraham, Zachary
tion was based 40% on the brief
Cunha. Left: Seth Cohen.
and 60% on the oral argument.
The Moot Court board
Normally, after computing the
honored these students
scores, the Moot Court Board se
naming them the "Best
lects eight teams to go onto a sec
Overall Competitors."
ond round competition; however,
this year there wasa tie for eighth
place. The top teams were Halye
Abraham and Saima Ahmed;
Seth Cohen and Jeffrey Foor; Todd Carpen
ter and Kris Hansen; Zachary Cunha and Michael Engle, Camillo Gonsalves, Halye
Abraham, Zachary Cunha and Seth Cohen.
The "Best Oralists" were Camillo
Gonsalves,
Steven Gagne, Michael Engle,
"Obviously from the
Seth Cohen and Allen Harris.
scores this year we had
The "Best Briefs" were submitted by
Ronald Jacobs, Jennifer McCadney, James
some excellent
Travis, Mark Shaffer and Michael Engle.
competitors."
Students who participated but did not
-David Levine
make the board indicated that it was a sat
isfying experience. Steven Kameny said,
"I think the organizers did a wonderful job
Christopher Pugsley; Steven Gagne and except for one thing. Couldn't the Moot
Ronald Jacobs; Kit Bobko and Thomas Court Board and the SBA have coordinated
Feddo; Christopher Gawley and Mark better with the Halloween Party? I love
Shaffer; Rodney Pratt and Biyan Schilling; Halloween parties, but because of my
and Todd Genger and Cathren Smith. The committment to the Van Vleck Competiotn
nine teams will advance to the second round I sat out one of the great gigs of the year."
Moot Court Board President David
to be held on November 13, 1999.

HENTOFF
FROM PAGE 1

ton Tea Party, at which time colo
nists disguised as Native
Americans protested against
British taxes.
KKK members were not able to engage in
Hentoff reserved par
"anonymous political speech" after the U.S. ticularly harsh words for
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit those he accused of gutting '
barred Klansmen from wearing hoods while civil liberties like New York
demonstrating. Mr. Hentoff told his listen Mayor Rudolph Guliani,
ers that anonymous political speech was an many in Congress and Presi
American tradition dating back to the Bos- dent Clinton — repeatedly re

So muck for tke karvest
A Simple Ode
(A poet sets lire to a
field, and it spreads

poem

written in a Cairo ca

wanted to write
Diamond
gemstones
drip sugar
from
the harvest shy
of your
celestine surfaces.
Passionate
toenails
peak

wori

kalf forgotten;
unsuitable for framing
m sorry

to your helds,
I watch your

B y O mar Ashmawy

Levine believes the competition was a great
success. He said, "The people who super
vised did an excellent job. Special recog
nition goes to Matt Hank, VanVleck Com
petition Chair and Carissa Perez, Interscholastic vice-president for their extraordinary
effort."
Levine added, "Obviously from the
scores this year we had some excellentcom
petitors."

Van Vleck Moot Court
Competition
Second Round
November 13, 1 999

ferring to Mr. Clinton as a "serial
obstructer of justice, serial peijurer
and sexual predator."
The media was another tarr get of c riticism for Mr. Hentoff
| because, he said, journalists owed
the public a duty to report on civil
liberty issues. By frequently ig
noring these stories, he argued
that an opportunity to educate the
public is lost.

forest eyes
bum.

ELSA
presents

BECOMING
A LAW
PROFESSOR
Faculty Panel speaks on
how and why they
entered the legal teaching
profession.
NOVEMBER 4 ,
19 9 9
at 8 pm
in the Faculty Lounge
the panel will include: Dean
Young, Judge Rader, and
Professors Barron, Maggs,
Robinson & Mey ers
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24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week
www.lawstuffiisa.com
Call 1-800-628-1160
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This week, I shout about two movies
that incorporate the theme of Halloweensort of. I really wanted to go see some
scary movies, in the spirit of the season.
You would, however, have to drag me kick
ing and screaming to the theatre to see the
likes of Batsor The Haunting of Hill House.
When will filmmakers learn that in order
to have a good horror picture, you do not
need over-the-top special effects? It is the
rising anticipation and fear of what you
DON'T see that produces first-rate shivers.
So instead ofkiller bats and haunted houses,
I quenched my movie palette with one film
that has its share of personal ghosts, and
another where the main character decides
a change of appearance is in order.
BRINGING OUT THE DEAD
Let's play a little word association.
What is the first thing that comes to mind
when you hear the word "Scorsese?" Many
of you probably thought of Taxi Driver.
Others might have had Raging Bull or
GoodFellas pop into your heads. Those of
you with short memories may have come
up with Cape Fear or Casino. What is the
connection? They are all wonderful mov
ies directed by one of the great directors of
our time. It is a pretty good bet that when
you see the word "Scorsese" attached to a

Q: We h ave been noticing this
cute girl in the halls since the begin
ning of the semester. Every time I pass
her, I come up with a million dorky
things to say but of course, I chicken
out each time. How can I get with her
without looking tike a stalker?
Mick & Keith

movie, the movie will be first-rate. How
ever, no bet is a sure thing, and Bringing
Out The Dead is this year's cinematic ver
sion of the San Francisco 49ers. Defini
tion for those who are not football-in
clined—Bringing Out The Dead is a whop
ping disappointment.
On its face, the story sounds intrigu
ing. A New York City paramedic is slowly
losing his grip on reality. He hasn't
saved anybody in months, and he is
starting to see and hear the ghosts
of his dead patients. He is surviv
ing on law student's blue-plate spe
cial of caffeine and booze, and the
only thing that can save him is sav
ing the daughter of one of his pa
tients. Yet a good game plan means
little if the application is weak.And
that is exactly what happens here.
Nicolas Cage plays Frank
Pierce, the paramedic in question.
Cage knows how to play characters
with mental instabilities (Leaving Las Ve
gas and Face-Off come to mind). Yet in
those other films, Cage had a suitable foil
to work off (Elizabeth Shue and John
Travolta, respectively). Here, it's all Cage,
all the time. I assume that real-life wife
Patricia Arquette, who plays Mary Burke,

looking at them. I can t stop obsessing
over them -whether or not theyre
' pret
tier than me, smarter than me, what
ever. Am I insane?
K: I don't think so. Guys are
notorious for never being satisfied with
what they've got. They're always look
ing to upgrade. There's nothing you
can really do about it either. If you ask
him to get rid of the pictures, he'll just
think you're neurotic. Your only
weapon is to play those "Rules"-like
games with men in the hopes that you
can out-manipulate them. I don't know
about you, but I don't have the energy
to play all ofthose games. And besides,
they're so boring.

B: The most common and suc
cessful way of meeting people is
through friends so I'd say get to know
hers. It may sound a little sneaky but
follow her around a little and find out
whom she hangs out with. Discretely
ask around to get more info on her
(does
she have a jealous rugby-playing boy
friend?) and try to get a common ac
quaintance to introduce you. Chat her
B: Insecurity will poison your
up a bit ami maybe suggest a group
outing. Ask the friend you have in com mind and if you're not already insane,
mon to sing your praises, true or not. you will be.Keeping pictures of ex-girl
You can slowly move from the group/ friends does not mean that he wants to
be with them now or ever again. Some
friends thing to a solo career.
times people keep things like that for
K: Does this girl attend bar re the same reason they keep journals
views? From what I hear, that's the best which is to remember that time of their
way to hook up at this school.My other life and the kind of person they were
piece of advice is to grow up and go then. It's not necessarily an indicator
talk to her! You're in your twenties that they want to relive the past. While
now, it's time to enter the world of dat I respect Kelly's point of view, I do not
ing adults now. What's the worst that condone going by "The Rules." If you
could happen? Even if she shoots your can't be the way you want with some
ass down, her friends will probably only one, then you shouldn't be with that
make funof you for a week at themost. person at all. Talk to him about why
you're feeling insecure and deal with
Q: My boyfriend keeps pictures it. Remember, he's with YOU now.Try
of all of his ex-girlfriends in a box. I to enjoy it.
found them one day and now
1 can1 stop

ty(%tte

to- C$venda

C^Oedy wt/A yot&v

concemd, amaxetced, drayfrvo/t/emd, anytAony yoa
/i/cej andyou're ready, AucA/y, tAiede two Aufifidtevd
may even vedfrond/

hwkk

the daughter of one of Pierce's patients, is Teena, who is really Teena Brandon. Teena
suppose to be the foil here. Her screen time has a sexual identity crisis; she is a man
is toolimited. Furthermore, her character's trapped in a woman's body. She transforms
development in the film is somewhat mo herself into a man bycutting her hair short,
ronic. The interplay between Cage and wrapping her breasts, and stuffing her
Arquette barely registers a wisp of electric crotch. She can't afford a sex change op
ity. This is really a surprise, considering eration, so this is the best sh
e can do. And,
for the most part, her transformation is suc
they are married.
I know t his film is supposed to be a cessful. Teena is now Brandon, and, psy
chologically, "she" is now a "he".
The movie begins with Brandon
successfully picking up a girl at
a roller rink, so he seems to have
his town fooled. Of course, this
would not be much of a story if
Brandon lived in San Francisco,
or any other open-minded urban
area. But Brandon lives in Ne
braska, and it is 1993, so he is
really walking on thin ice. Un
by Matthew Geller
fortunately, the ice breaks, with
devastating consequences for
Brandon, and those around him.
Things start going awry when Bran
vehicle for Cage, but when you waste the
formidable talents of THREE great actors, don meets up with a group of young locals
you can't help but shake your head. Pierce from another Nebraska town. They except
is coupled up with three riding partners him into their clique asjust one ofthe guys.
during the film, all of which come off bet Brandon's tightrope act becomes even more
ter than Cage in the film. John Goodman risky when he falls in love with Lana, one
plays Larry, t he veteran paramedic who is of the girls in the clique. Now what is he
counting the days till he can leave the city going to do? He can't live without Lana in
and open up his own ambulance company his life, but he can't reveal his secret to her,
on Long Island. Tom Sizemore plays Tom or her extremely narrow-minded and vio
Wolls, an ultra-violent paramedic who has lent male friends, John and Tom, who be
already gone off the deep end. But the best lieve Brandon is just like them. This inter
performance is turned in by Ving Rhames nal tension carries the film to its chilling
as Marcus, the religious paramedic who conclusion.
Brandon is played by Hilary Swank.
spouts off the fun niest lines of the movie.
Rhames might be the most underrated ac {Karate Kid IV, Beverly Hills 90210).
tor in the business. His talents are wasted Swank does a remarkable job in this gen
here, since he has about seven minutes of der-bending role. You can really feel the
torment inside her; the constant conflict
screen time.
The biggest anomaly in this mess is between her physical self and her psycho
singer Marc Anthony, who plays Noel, a logical self. One scene, whereBrandon has
half-dressed homeless guy, wh o just hap to go out to get some tampons, exquisitely
pens to be in the film for no apparent rea reveals this conflict. This is an extremely
son. I couldn't tell if Noel was there for difficult role to pull off, and Swank is up to
comic relief, or some other more meaning the task. Lana is played by the wonderful
ful purpose, b ut the movie would not have Chlod Sevigny, w ho was equally wonder
changed if Noel had been cut out com ful in the equally disturbing movie Kids.
pletely. Every character should have a Sevigny seems to have mastered the role of
proper place in a movie; Noel has no such playing the moral heroine. This story is
not only about Brandon—it is also about
role.
There are some positives to Bringing T-ana, and her personal growth throughout
Out The Dead. The cinematography is the film. The two males roles, John and
spectacular, as well as the ultra-gritty por Tom, are played by Peter Sarggaard and
trayal of New York's underworld. Addi Brendon Sexton III (Welcome to the
tionally, any film with Ving Rhames can't Dollhouse). If you want creepy white-trash
be a total disaster. However, I just could rednecks, you want these guys to play them.
not get into Bringing Out The Dead. I was Also, keep a look out for Lecy Go ranson
expecting to get pulled into the fantasy; (the old Becky on Roseanne), who appears
instead, I remained firmly in my own real as Candice, one of the other girls in the
clique.
ity.
Boys Don t Cry has some extremely
Grade: C
disturbing scenes, including a graphic rape
sequence. Furthermore, the movie does
BOYS DON'T CRY
Based on a horrific true story, B oys drag on at some points. It really picks up
Don t Cry is not for the faint-hearted. It towards the end, so just be patient. Boys
takes a lot to make me, the cynical ex-New Don t Cry is definitely not an easy sit; but
Yawker, cringe in my seat, but this movie it is a sit that everyone should take. It re
did it, and then some. If you go see this minds us that bigotry and hatred are still
film, you may walk o ut feeling physically around us, and that being different in a
world of conformity may carry serious re
ill. However, you should take that risk,
because Boys Don t Cry may be one of the percussions. This film will stay with me
best independent films to come around in a for a long time.
long time.
Grade: AThe story revolves around Brandon of the girls in the clique. Now what is he

Shouts from
the Balcony

LEGAL CLINICS

Clinical Courses: A Defining Experience Small Business Clinic
Contributes to D.C.'s
Economic Revitalization
BY ERIC S. SIRULNIK,
Associate Dean for
Clinical Affairs

2) Did you make Law Re

view?

3) Is either of your parents
a United States Senator or the
I'm fairly confident that C.E.O. of a Fortune Five-Hundred
when most students are first in company?
Happily,
trigued by the possibility of enroll
over
the past
ing in one of GW.'s Community
Legal Clinics, they havea substan dozen years or
tial appreciation of the fact that so, being able to
their clinical course work, while answer yes to a
demanding, will at the same time fourth question
be interesting, personally reward has emerged as a
ing and in most instances, actu distinct advan
tage in the same
ally enjoyable.
The anticipated prospect of process while of
working closely with our talented ten being an in
and dedicated clinical faculty dicator of future
along with fellow students, while success in a particular field. That
also making a real difference by question being, "Did you do a
providing effective and often des clinic?"
The reasons for adding this
perately needed legal serves to a
additional
interrogatory makes a
broad cross section of community
great
deal
of
sense from the point
residents, is often enough to mo
of
view
of
any
potential employer
tivate many a textbook-weary 1 or
2 L to go ahead and register.Aside and should be considered in a
from the obvious opportunity to student's decision whether to take
use the law to make a positive dif a clinic in lieu of some other
ference in other people's lives, course. For regardless of the type
there are other compelling reasons of practice a law student may seek
to seriously consider taking a to enter, having participated inone
clinic which may not become as or more of our exceptional and
readily apparent until well into or varied clinical programs repre
even after that clinical experience. sents a distinct advantage to both
For instance, one should the candidate and the potential
consider clinics in relation to that employer. Aside from the fact that
inevitable test of faith, the job quite likely the interviewer herself
(and probably a substantial num
search.
It wasn't so very long ago ber of any others involved in the
that this law school's graduates hiring decision) participated and
prayed to be able to affirmatively benefitted from such a course dur
answer at least three determinant ing her own law school education,
questions during the sometimes it has becomean accepted feet that
excruciating job interview process. having had a clinic can be an in
1) Are you in the top 5% of valuable asset in the process of
producing an effective and suc
your class?

cessful practitioner.
I say this not solely basedon
the considerable array of practi
cal skills which GW. clinic stu
dents encounter and master as part
of their one or two se
mester service in a
clinic, but because of the
personal discovery and
development that can
only come from the op
portunity to work di
rectly with and to repre
sent living beings as cli
ents. (An opportunity
which still eludes all too
many a
practitioner in
their first years of practice.) Asa
result, each year a significant
number of our students have dis
covered things about the practice
of law and indeed about them
selves which have led to reassess
ments of a wide range of profes
sional and practice goals ranging
from the decision to engage in a
litigation practice, a transactional
practice, or occasionally not to
practice at all.
Finally, perhaps the most
telling observations regarding the
wisdom of engaging in a clinic
come with the dual benefits of re
moved objectivity and ample op
portunity to measure effectiveness
through years of actual practice
well after law school. Over many
years I and other members of the
clinical faculty receive letters from
our graduates who long after en
tering the profession still describe
their experience in the Clinics in
terms of "providing some of the
most valuable lessons everlearned
in law school." I believe them.

ELSA News & U pdates
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with other student organizations
IJocomine Events
PANEL: BECOMING A to promote accessibilityto evening
students.
LAW PROFESSOR
(4) ELSA is working on
Thursday, November 4,
their website to provide evening
1999 8pm Faculty Lounge
Panelist Include: Dean students with valuable informa
Young, Judge Randall Rader, tion.
(5) ELSA has requested that
Professor Jerome Barron, Pro
the
Writing
Center hold a one time
fessor Gregory Maggs, Profes
legal
writing
refresher seminar for
sor Alfreda Robinson, and Pro
2nd
year
students,
who will be
fessor Peter Meyer
competing
for
the
school
law jour
Co-sponsered by the
nals,
with
no
success,
so
far.
CDO
FAMILY NIGHT
Friday, November 12,
1999 8pm Faculty Lounge:
Invite spouses, friends,
and children to come meet and
have fun with other spouses,
friends and children of law
students. All are welcome. Re
freshments served and ideas for
the event are also welcome.
Projects
(1) ELSA is working on
identifying and promoting
ways legal clinics can be more
accessible to evening students.
(2) ELSA is working
with the administration to iden
tify ways to promote more flex
ible class schedules for elective
courses.
(3) ELSA intends towork

O
speakers fr*r
for Qac^minarnlease
seminar pleasecon
tact Sahra Rivera-Torres, 2L or
Lisa Brown, 2L.
(3) Information will be
given out by the Office of Student
Affairs in November concerning
the steps involved in switching
from the part-time to thefull-time
program.
(4) One can join ELSA by
giving your name and $10 to any
ELSA officer.
(5) The coupons for current
ELSA members from Washington
Law Books have been extended to
the end of the semester. If you
have not received one contact an
ELSA officer.
(6) The Student Affairs Of
fice will have extended hours
Tuesday-Thursday and either
Dean DeVigne or DeanRoller will
stay until after 8pm one day per
week.

Other Announcements
(1) Dean DeVigneannouced
a policy during an ELSA meeting
with her earlier this semester that
students who miss classesfor non
emergencies can ask another stu
dent to obtain a tape recorder from
the library and tape the class with
permission from the professor.
(2) ELSA is planning a
Spring Seminar Series for which
ELSA Officers
committees are being formed this
Pres.
Lisa Brown, 2L,
semester. Areas that students have
ljbrown56@aol.
com
already expressed interest in are
Vice-Pres.
Rachael Dolven,
Intellectual Property, Health Care
1L,
jdolven@aoI.com
Law, Governmental Law, Civil
Sec. Monica Cruz-Ortiz,
Rights Law, International Law,
Environmental Law and Women 1L, mcmzoritz@law.gwu.edu
Treas. Sahra Torres-Rivera,
in Law. If you would be interested
in any of these topics or have an 2L, saharat@iadb.org
1L Rep Michael Gabriel,
other idea for a seminar and can
meet once or twice to discuss 1L, jgabriel@law.gwu.edu

BY SUSAN R . JONES,
Director, Small Business Clinic
Small businesses are lead
ing the U.S. economy and busi
ness development has become a
critical part of economic revital
ization. In addition torepresent
ing small businesses (e.g., cater
ers, hairdressers, greeting card
and web designers); arts' orga
nizations (e.g., choral groups,
dance companies and visual,
graphic, and musical artists);
and nonprofit community-based
nonprofit groups (e.g., job train
ing projects and programs edu
cating D C. youth at risk) the
Small Business Clinic/Commu
nity Economic Development
Project (SBC) has most recently
contributed to the city's eco
nomic development in its latest
collaborative effort with theD.C.
Bar Community Economic De
velopment Pro Bono Project
(D.C. Bar CED Pro Bono
Project).
In assessing the need for
CED legal assistance in the
nation's capitol, the D.C. Bar ob
served that:
"[wjhile the communities
of the District of Columbia face
many challenges, the city is
blessed with an outstanding le
gal community as wellas a cadre
of accomplished nonprofit com
munity development organiza
tions that have been confronting
these challenges for over a de

cade. Through the Community
Economic Pro BonoProject, the
D.C. Bar seeks to marry these
two important resources to ac
celerate revitalization of the
city's distressed neighbor
hoods." (Pro Bono Opportuni
ties, The District of C olumbia
Bar, www.dcbar.org/probono/
ced/html [visited July 23,
1999], P rof. Joan Strand, Presi
dent of the D.C. Bar reports
that it has more than 70,000
members and is the second
largest bar in the country.)
Since last year, the SBC
has worked with the D.C. Bar
CED Pro Bono Project to pro
vide pro bono legal service to
economically disadvantaged
entrepreneurs and communitybased nonprofit groups in the
Neighborhood Clinic program,
one of three components of the
project. The other two are the
Match Program (matching
community development cor
porations (CDCs) with law
firms who serve as general
counsel) and the Education and
Information Program (on sub
stantive legal issues impacting
CED representation such as
joint ventures between non
profit groups and for profit
businesses). Prof. Jones is a
member of the project's advi
sory committee. In the spring
1999 the SBC cosponsored the

See SBC page 9

CLINICS !
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HEATHER FISH, 3L DAY,
OR CALL OUR OFFICE AT
(202) 676-3879.
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Administrative Advocacy Clinic Helps Homeless, Mentally
111 Client put her Benefit Package Together
BY LYNN E. CUNNIGHAM,
Associate Professor of Clinical Law
The secret to the success of the work
in the Administrative Advocacy Clinic is
often the close, one on one, relationship
among the students handling cases in the
clinic, the supervising attorneys, and the
clients served by the clinic. Students in the
clinic get introduced quickly to the chal
lenge and excitement of working through
an actual legal case, that, while fairly
simple, presents all the basic framework of
any litigation.
In one recent case, a mentally ill
woman, with two young children, asked the
clinic for help with getting her federal
Supplemental Security Income benefits re
stored to the full $500 per month level, af
ter the Social Security Administration,
which administers the program, had ac
cused her of having too much in assets and
had reduced her benefits by $50 per month
for several months. Puzzled as to how she
could have too much in assets, Zachary
Wolfe, assigned as her student attorney,
investigated and discovered that she had a
couple of years ago received a check from
SSA in back benefits of $2000, had taken
the check to her bank, and purchased a
Certificate of Deposit which had earned in
terest. She was following the advice of a
well meaning bank officer. The SSI asset

SSA detected the CD through its rou
tine screening of bank investments by SSI
recipients, and concluded that, with the in
terest, she must surely have had more than
$2000 in assets and hence had been over
paid her monthly benefits. In fact, the stu
dent learned, she had used the CD from day
one to secure her regular bank account
against overdrafts, and in fact had always
had an outstanding loan from the bank se
cured by the CD. Hence her net assets were
never over the $2000 limit. She had been
incapable, because of mental illness, of ex
plaining all this to the SSA staff, and the
staff, in turn, had neglected to do their own
careful investigation before penalizing her.
It took Zachary some time in conver
sation with the client for her gain enough
trust of him to explain her story yet again
to an official looking person after having
so many people in positions of authority
look at her cross eyed when she tried to tell
them that she had never broken the rules of
the system, or cheated it.
Zachary, in turn, required some reas
surance from me as his supervising attor
ney that such a wild story could in fact be
true and could in fact form some legal ba
sis for getting the client's benefits restored
to their proper amount.
Soon after she initially arrived in the
clinic, and Zachary began his investigations

ing program that helped with her rent was
being abolished, and that she would have
to find new housing elsewhere, albeit with
the aid of a federal housing subsidy to re
place the citysubsidy. She decided to move
to Montgomery County to find a safer
neighborhood, and within a few weeks
found herself unable to find a new
apartment and living in a shelter in
Montgomery County, without a phone.
Working with a client without a phone
is every lawyer's nightmare, and here
it was coming true forZachary and John
Gambaccini, the student that took over
the case at the end of Zachary's enrol
ment in the clinic.
We simply told her to come in
person to the clinic every Friday morn
ing as often as she could so that we
could report to her, and she could report to
us, the developments in her case, and her
responses. We were all on pins and needles
about how th is mentally ill person would
be able to navigate the tricky process of lo
cating an apartment in a strange area with
no phone and little resources, while we
worked to restore her SSI benefits.
Zachary and John wrote letters to the
bank and tothe SSA, and analyzed relevant
federal regulations. Finally, after several
months, the SSA caseworker agreed that
our client had never had too much in as-

SBC FROM
food drive for
the homeless
NOVEMBER 3-17

Place donated goods
in the marked box in
the soft lounge.
Goods will benefit tht
Arlington-A lexandria
Coalition for the
Homeless and Bread
for the City.

In recgonition of National Hunger
and Homelessness Awareness
week.

STVDtNT BAR
ASSOCIATION

For more information
contact
Wendy Sanchez, Director
of Community Service
SBA Office S302A
email:
wsanchez@gwu.edu

PAGE 8
first ever Neighborhood CED
Clinic in the Shaw neighbor
hood with Manna Community
Development Corporation and
the D.C. Bar CED Pro Bono
Project
In addition to handling
their own docket of cases in
volving corporate, tax andcon
tract issues, SBC students in
terviewed 19 small businesses
in Shaw, home to the MCI
Arena and the New D C. Con
vention Center (currently un
der construction), and recom
mended many of the cases for
pro bono placement through
the bar project. (The rejected
cases involved litigation).
Thirteen cases were placed
with pro bono transactional
counsel who signed up to par
ticipate in the bar project. Ex
amples of some of the cases
placed are a pest control busi
ness,
a merchants' and
homeowners' association and
a carry-out restaurant. Par
ticipating law firms included.
Latham & Watkins; Arnold
and Porter; Kirkpatrick &
Lockhart; Hunton &Williams;
Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver&
Jacobson; Morgan Lewis &
Bockius; Orrick, Henington&
Sutcliffe; Dickstein, Shapiro,
Morin & Oshinsky, L L P;
Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen &
Hamilton; and Fannie Mae,

be restored to the full $500, and the money
that had been withheld from her check
would be restored to her in another lump
sum. Sweet victory at last!
Soon after getting word of this vic
tory, the Mont
gomery County
Housing Opportu
nity Commission
and the social
workers at the
shelter where she
was staying found
a three bedroom
apartment for her
and she was able
to move into new
permanent hous
ing, using her fed
eral housing sub
sidy.
Of course, these stories have a life of
their own. As we were discussing closing
her case becausewe had completed the tasks
that we had agreed to undertake for her,
she reported that she was working on get
ting welfare benefits from the Maryland
welfare department for the care of her two
children. It seems that the welfare worker
wanted to know about this certain $2000
CD that she had once had
Well, th at
will be a story for some other time!

Office of General Counsel.
Through their work with the
project, SBC students gained
added perspective on the role of
transactional lawyers in commu
nity development and possibilities
for pro bono work in law firms.
Reflecting on her experience,
former SBC Student Director,
Faith Wu stated, "As a young at
torney, I was encouraged to seeat
torneys from the nation's preemi
nent law firms interestedand com
mitted to providing pro bono busi
ness legal services. At the SBC, I
saw how entrepreneurs and small
businesses can benefit from hav
ing legal counsel and that some
times it makes amarked difference
between downfall or success.
There's a real needfor our services
and I believe that all the clinic
fellows felt good having worked
with people in the Shaw Neigh
borhood and knowing that
we can help them."
This fall, the D C.
Bar CED Pro Bono Project
has referred several casesto
the clinic and in the spring
2000, with the help ofSBC
students, the project ex
pects to conduct its third
Neighborhood Clinic in
partnership with a CDC.
Commenting on her expe
rience in the clinic, current
SBC student Elizabeth
Park says she is "struck by
community members' pas
sion for improving their
neighborhoods and the im
portance of lawyers in
making this happen." She
hopes to do more pro bono

work and is glad that she has
found a way to use her trans
actional skills to support eco
nomic development.
Prof. Joan Strand, Presi
dent of the D C. Bar observed
about the Bar's latest pro bono
effort, "It is extremely impor
tant for there to be a structure
through which transactional
lawyers can contribute to the
great need for pro bono work
in our community. The D.C.
Bar is pleased to have com
bined its efforts with the re
sources ofprivate firms and the
SBC to provide legal services
to small businesses that would
not otherwise have access to
counsel."
The spring enrollment
preregistration packet contains
more information about the
SBC.
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ALL HALLOW'S FEATURE

WAR* OF A HAt-LOWEER CART?
»Y

Jenny

ffU-rrtf:

AH> ANGELA TT«J

gela returned and she bought us both shots
of Goldschlager. We completed the drink
ing portion of our evening with a Seabreeze
for Angela, a Vbdka Co llins for me and a
watermelon shooter for Christine. Ok, An
gela snuck in another shot with a 1L friend.
And what did we think of this event?
First, the music was a BIG improvement
over last year's ACDC-fest at the Black Cat.

oh, let's face it,Blade Cat
is a pit (wasn t last years
party at the Rock?-the
editors). It was also
great to have the option
of going to other floors
not overpopulated with
GW law students. How
ever, some of the older
patrons seemed to work
their way into our party
by the end of the evening
and we noticed theywere
a bit lecherous.
What else can we
say? A lot more hap
pened than we can dis
cuss in the pages of the
Jenny likes her men serial obstructers of justice, serial
Nota Bene. However, for
perjurers, sexual predators and jrom Yale.
$19.99 you can
buy the uncut ver
sion. All in all,
kudos to the SBA
for a great party.
Unfortunately for
me and countless
others, the party
was the night be
fore the Moot
Court competi
tion. Whoever
knew first-Moot
Court Board or
SBA - DAMN
YOU.

We left at 10:00 p.m. - right around
the time we finally persuaded Christine
Chua, our friend, to come with us. At
Angela's apartment, we were partying hard,
consuming glasses
of champagne and
Arbor
Mist™
(tastes like a peach
pit). It was Cathy
Shin's birthday so
we each grubbed on
cake.
Angela
thought it was
funny that everyone
just had a sliver be
cause chocolate
cake is for scarfing,
not
nibbling!
Carolyn Lee was
also in attendance
and she and Cathy
had these really cute
bug
costumes.
Christine and we
were cheerleaders.
Of course, we had Jenny tells Angela, "If you thought the Bluebook was good wait
real cheerleader till you see the movie!"
costumes because
Angela and her sister were head cheerlead What the hell was up with that? We espe
ers at Mills High School. I don't think jun cially enjoyed the Britney Spears,
ior varsity counts, hon.
Backstreet Boys, and Christina Aguilera
On the way to the party we passed an medley. We spent a lot of time dancing on
angry Steven Kameny. He cursed the Moot one of those mini-stages in the front. We
Court Board and the SBA for poor sched had a little costume contest of our own and
uling. When we got grabbed the winners for pictures. I espe
there, we encoun cially liked Tinky-Winky. Angela thought
Time for Tubby bye-bye. Jenny & Angela ask Po tough
tered an evil door the Blue Book girl wasvery ambitious. Sec
questions about Tinky Winky.
man who would not ond, Polly Esther's was a much better spot
let Angela in with than Black Cat It was bigger, cleaner just her GWorld
card. Although she
would normally take
this as a compli
ment, she was not
happy about having
to take a cab back to
An angry Steven
Foggy Bottom. On
Kameny
the upside, Christine
got in for free. I was
there for the costume contest. However, I
couldn't get downstairs in time to get pictines of the winners. But we hear that the
Village People won and our friend Evan
Braunstein won. We have no idea what he
was, but he had a wand. Magician?
As for the promise of open bar, I was
able to scoreone free light beer. The mixed
drinks were only on LL1 so I ran up to the
bar but they stopped serving free liquor
promptly at 11. Thanks, SBA. Luckily,
someone failed to pick up his free drink. It
Jenny & Angela show they 're all about Macho Man fever. Rumor has it they 're all
was red and fruity. Around this time, Anmoving in togehter at the YMCA.
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Jacob Burns Law Library News
Computer News

would include backing up your files and
scanning them for viruses, confirming the
compatibility of the word processing soft
Lexis & Y2K
ware versions on the different computers
Have you considered whether the soft you intend to use, and pre-testing any un
ware you use to access Lexis is Year 2000 usual formatting requirements or leaving
compliant? As part of their Year 2000 pro the final formatting edits to be done on the
gram, technical staff at the Lexis headquar printing computer. You should also give
ters in Dayton, Ohio, recently reviewed the yourself enough time before the assignment
method of access for all Lexis users affili is due to address any unforseen problems.
ated with the Law School. As of early Oc
If you mistakenly print incorrectly
tober, 86% ofour users chose toaccess Lexis formatted pages on the laser printer, bring
via Year 2000 compliant access methods. the pages to the Administrative Office on
Lexis urges the remaining 14% of GW Law the mezzanine of the library for a refund.
School Lexis users to switch over to the
following access methods, which have been @Snap Law is a Success!
throughly tested and certified as Year 2000
During the first two weeks that
compliant:
@Snap
Law was operational, over 400 us
• lexis.com on the web
ers
were
logged. As a reminder, Ethernet
• LEXIS-NEXIS Research Software
cards
and
cables are available at the Circu
v7.1.x for Windows 95/NT/98, v4.2.1 for
lation
Desk
for use with @Snap Law. If you
Windows 3.1/95, v4.1.1 for MS-DOS, or
have
any
questions
about using @Snap
v2.9.2 for Macintosh
Law,
please
contact
Jeff
DeGrasse at 994• LEXIS-NEXIS Research Manager
7806 orjdegrasse@burns.nlc.gwu.edu.
v6,2.1 for Windows 3.1/95
Earlier versions of Lexis software
contain date-related problems and should
be retired from use as soon as possible. Go
to www.lexis-nexis.oom/y2k/default.htm for
further information or to download Y2K
compliant software.
For a practical introduction to the
"Bible" of legal citation, join librarians
Print Job Formatting Problems
Herb Somers and Leonard Klein for the
in the Computer Lab
Library Research Session 'Taking theBlues
Some law students have encountered Out of the Bluebook," offered on two dates:
the quirks of LaserJet printing in the Com Thursday, November 4 at 1-2 pm in SL110,
puter Lab at inopportune times, such as Stockton Cellar in the library; and Mon
when print job formatting suddenly goes day, November 15, 6-7 pm in L101.
askew just before the assignment is due in
Topics covered include: finding and
class. Unfortunately there is no simple so applying Bluebook rules; the Bluebook as
lution to this problem, which is common to a source for abbreviations; how to cite
computer labs in general and not just the online materials; and aids to understand
lab here at the law school. The problems ing and using the Bluebook. Any student
typically arise when users create documents interested in becoming more comfortable
elsewhere using different versions of the with the Bluebook will benefit from attend
word processing software than what is ing this session.
available in the lab (Word 97 and
Enrollment for each of these classes
WordPerfect 8), or when they create the is limited. Please use the sigh-up sheets at
documents elsewhere oncomputers oncom the Reference Desk on the first floor of the
puters attached to different printers than library, or send an e-mail message to Herb
those in the lab (HP 4Si and HP5Si LaserJet Somers at hsomers@burns.nlc.gwu.edu. If
printers). In either case, when a user opens space limitations prevent you from attend
a document at a LaserJet printing station ing a particular session, the Library will try
in the Computer Lab, the automatic con to schedule a repeat of the programat a late
version of the document to match the lab date.
software version and the printer model can
lead to unintended changes in the format
ting of the document. In other cases, users
may have defective disks or macro virusinfected documents that affect printing for
mat.
The growth of the Internet and digi
The best solution is to use caution tal technologies has brought with it a host
with documents which will be printed on of complex legal issues that lawyers pre
any "public" printer, such as those in the paring to practice in the next century will
Computer Lab. A cautionary approach

Feeling Overwhelmed
by the Bluebook?

Cyberlaw Resources
on the Internet

need to understand and address. Legisla
tors and courts are struggling to keep pace
with the challenges posed by the digital
revolution.
While treatises and law review ar
ticles often provide in-depth analysis of
Internet-related legal issues, the informa
tion contained in web sites can also make
an important contribution to the research
process. The cyberspace law sites listed be
low have been selected for their outstand
ing overall content and currentness. For
those interested in the developing law on
the Internet, these sites are certainly worth
exploring.

Sir Thomas More

"Marriage has many pains, but celibacy
has no pleasures."
Samuel Johnson

The three following web sites
provide discussions of online
privacy, freedom of information,
filtering, encryption aind related
issues:
Electronic Privacy Information Cen
ter: www.epic.org
The Center for Democracy & Tech
nology: www.cdt.org
Computer Professionals for Social
Responsibility:
www. cpsr. org/cpsr/
nii/cyber-rights/web/
current-topics.html

Summaries of Court Decisions:
Phillips Nizer's Internet LawLibrary:
www phillipsnizer.com/internetlib2.htm
Perkins Coie Internet Case Digest:
www.perkinscoie.com/
resource/ecomm/
netcase/index. htm
Subject index
ing is provided on
each site.

International
Resources:

Law School
Resources:
Professor Jes
sica Litman of Wayne
State University Law
School compi les and
updates links to re
cent developments in
cyberspace law, with
an emphasis on
Internet copyright
and trademark infringement litigation:
www.law.wayne.edu/litman/classes/cyber/
newdev.html
The John Marshall Law School
cyberspace law page: www.jmls.edu/cyber/
index.html
The UCLA Online Institute for
Cyberspace
Law
and
Policy:
www.gseis.ucla.edu/iclp/hp.html

Specialized Resources:
The ABA Project on Internet Juris
diction focuses on the jurisdictional and
enforcement problems raised by the growth
of electronic commerce: www.kentlaw.edu/
cyberlaw. For extensive coverage of fed
eral electronic commerce policy visit:
www.ecommerce.gov
The Advisory Commission on Elec
tronic Commerce was established by Con
gress to study e-commerce and tax policy:
www.cns.state.va.us/e_commerce/
index.htm
The Justice Department's e-commerce web site contains information on
Internet gambling, electronic signatures,

KNOWLEDGE IS GOOD
Two evils- greed and faction- are the
destruction of all justice."

Y2K issues, and online consumer protec
tion: www.usdoj.gov/criminal/cybercrime/
ecommerce.html
Internet Corporation for Assigned
Names and Numbers (ICANN) site covers
the latest developments on uniform domain
name dispute resolution policy:
www.icann.org

"All women become like their mothers.
That is their tradgedy. No man does.
That's his."

The
World
Trade Organization
(WTO) web site con
tains international
perspectives on ec o m m e r c e :
www. wto. org/wto/
ecom/ecom.htm
The Worlds In
tellectual Property
Organization:
www.ecommerce.wipo.int/index-eng.html
The E-Commerce Project: www.unimuenster.de/Jurlink/ecp

Cyberlaw News:
CyberTimes, the New York Tim es'
technology news site, carries daily news
articles and weekly features available only
on the web: www.nytimes.com/yr/mo/day/
tech/indexcyber.html (free registration is
required for access)
Electronic Commerce and Law Re
port: Although not available online, this
weekly report is a superbcurrent awareness
service, covering case law and legislative
developments in e-commerce, jurisdiction,
taxation, privacy, intellectual property, and
encryption
policy
[location;
KF2761.A3B653; current issueson reserve,
bound volumes on SL3]
Year 2000 Law Report is another
weekly newsletter that reports on a wide
range of Y2K legal problems [location:
KF390.5.C6Y53; current issues on reserve,
boundI volumes on SLJI
SL31
Computer Professionals for Social

"Old age is the most unexpected of all
things that happen to a man."
Leon Trotsky

Oscar Wilde

"And life is given to none freehold, but
it is leasehold for all."
Lucretius

"Who loves not woman, wine and song
remains a fool his whole life long."
Martin Luther

"Facts do not cease to exist because
they are ignored."
Aldous Huxley
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Early Enrollment Discount
ember 12th!
3-DAY "INTENSIVE" MULTISTATE WORKSHOP TUITION FEES*

$310 ABA/LSD Students • $395 Non-ABA/LSD Students
^Includes PMBR Multistate Workbooks &
3 Free Multistate Law Audio Tapes for enrollments prior to Nov. 12th!
VVW-

\^\
' tfftr

6-DAY MULTISTATE "EARLY BIRD" WORKSHOP TUITION FEES

$495 ABA/LSD Students • $595 Non-ABA/LSD Students
^Includes PMBR Multistate Workbooks &

3 Free Multistate Law Audio Tapes for enrollments prior to Nov. 12th!
COMBINED 3-DAY AND 6-DAY MULTISTATE WORKSHOPS

$690 ABA/LSD Students • $790 Non-ABA/LSD Students
^Includes PMBR Multistate Workbooks &
all six Multistate Law Audio Tapes for enrollments prior to Nov. 12th!

Make checks payable to:
Toll Free: (800) 523-0777

PMBR
211 Bai nbridge Street, Philadelphia, PA 19147 ( 215 ) 925-4109
1247 6th Street, Santa Monica, CA 90401 (310) 459-8481
450 7th Avenue, Suite 3504, New York, NY 1 0123 (212) 947-2525
)

Home Phone (

Name
Address

City

Law School

Grad. Date

_ PM BR Rep. l.D. #
State

Zip _

ABA Membership No.
. Date: •Summer • Winter / Year _

Plan to attend the PMBR Seminar in (City)
3-DAY MULTISTATE APPLICATION

6-DAY "EARLY BIRD" APPLICATION

(DISCOUNTED PRICES EFFECTIVE ONLY THROUGH 11/ 12/99)

(DISCOUNTED P RICES EFFECTIVE ONLY THROUGH 11/1 2/99)

• I am a n ABA member. My $275 enrollment fee is enclosed with
this application.
• I am not an ABA member. My $360 enrollment fee is enclosed with
this application.
• 1 am unable to attend the PMBR seminar but would like to purchase the
PMBR Mu ltistate course materials. My $295 use fee is enclo sed.
Students enrolling prior to December 1, 1999 for the PMBR 3-Day course
choose any three tapes for FREE (ch eck 3):

• 1 am an ABA member. My $425 enrollment fee is enclosed with
this application.
• 1 am not an ABA member. My $525 enrollment fee is enclosed with
this application.
,f
• If you wish to enroll in both the 6-Day & 3-Day courses, submit an additional
$165 for the PMBR 3-Day Workshop tuition.
Students enrolling prior to December 1, 1999 for the 6-Day "Early Bird"
Workshop choose an • three ta pes for FREE (check 3):

• TORTS (6 hours); • CON. LAW (6 hours); • CONTRACTS (9 hours); • CRIMINAL LAW (3 hours); 1PROPERTY (6 hours);

Visa or MasterCard #

Exp. Date

II EVIDENCE (6 hours).

